In this paper we study cohomology theories on a space X with supports in a family of supports Φ. There is a uniqueness theorem asserting that a homomorphism between two cohomology theories on the space X with the same family of supports Φ which is an isomorphism for every A e Φ is an isomorphism for every closed set A a X.
1. Introduction. By using cohomology with supports in a given family it is possible to pass from cohomology theories on X to cohomology theories on subsets of X with suitably related families of supports. In particular, compactly supported cohomology theories on a locally compact space X correspond to cohomology theories on the one-point compactification of X which vanish at infinity. Similarly, cohomology theories on a locally paracompact space X with relatively paracompact supports correspond to cohomology theories on the one-point paracompactification of X which vanish at infinity.
We also prove a uniqueness theorem for homomorphisms between additive cohomology theories with paracompact supports on finite dimensional space.
The remainder of the paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 contains the definition of a cohomology theory with supports in a family Φ, a uniqueness theorem for two cohomology theories with the same family of supports, and a characterization of cohomology with supports in suitable families in terms of limit properties. Section 3 is devoted to the construction of cohomology theories on a space X with supports in a given family Φ from an ES theory on X. The definition of an ES theory on X is given and it is shown that given an ES theory on X and a family Φ of supports on X there is another ES theory on X with supports in Φ.
In Section 4 the relation between cohomology theories on X and on open subsets of X is studied. The concept of a cohomology theory on X concentrated on a subset Y a X (i.e. which vanishes for every closed subset of X contained in X -Y) is introduced. The main result is a bijection between cohomology theories on X concentrated on an open set Y with supports in Φ and cohomology theories on Y with supports in a suitable family Φ|7.
The particular cases of compact and paracompact supports are studied in §5. Cohomology theories on a locally compact (locally paracompact) space X with compact (relatively paracompact) supports are shown to correspond to cohomology theories on the one-point compactification (paracompactification) X + which are concentrated on X. There is also established a uniqueness theorem for addititive cohomology theories with paracompact supports on finite dimensional normal spaces.
Supports.
We consider cohomology theories on a space X with a given family of closed subsets of X as supports. The uniqueness theorem extends to this case and asserts that if φ: H, 8 -> H\8' is a homomorphism between cohomology theories on the same space X with the same family Φ of supports such that for some integer n, φ A : H(A) -» H\A) is an ^-equivalence for all A e Φ then φ A is an ^-equivalence for all closed A cX.
All topological spaces will be assumed to be Hausdorff spaces. A cohomology theory [7, 8] where p{u] = u\A for u e H(N).
MVexactness. For A, B c. X there is an exact sequence
where a{u) = (u\A,u\B) for u e H q (A U 5) and β (u,v) = u\A Π B -v\A Π BforufΞ H«(A) , v e #*(£).
A cohomology theory //, δ is said to be non negative if H q (A) = 0 for q < 0 and all closed KIA cohomology theory H 9 8 is said to be additive if for every discrete 1 family {Aj} of closed sets there is an isomorphism sending u e H(\JAj) to{u\Aj}.
A family of supports [1] Φ on X consists of a collection of closed subsets of X such that (i) A e Φ, B closed in A => B e Φ.
(ii) ^j8eΦ=»^UΰGΦ. If Φ also has the property (iii) A e Φ =» there is a closed nbhd JV of A in Λ' with iV e Φ, we say Φ is a nbhd family of supports.
EXAMPLES (2.1) . The collection of all closed subsets of X is a family of supports on X. In case X is a normal space, it is a nbhd family of supports. (2.2) . The collection of all compact subsets of X is a family of supports on X. In case X is locally compact, it is a neighborhood family of supports. (2.3) . The collection of all paracompact subsets of X is a family of supports on X. The collection of all closed subsets of X having closed paracompact nbhds in X is a nbhd family of supports on X. (2.4) . If Y c X and Φ is a family of supports on X, then Φ | Y = (^ GΦ|^4 c 7} isa family of supports on Y and on X. If 7 is open in a normal space X and Φ is a nbhd family in X, then Φ | Y is a nbhd family on Y and on X.
If Φ is a family of supports on X and H, δ is a cohomology theory on Λ", then //, δ has supports in Φ if given u ^ H(A) there exist 5 closed, CeΦ with Λ = 5 U C and w | B = 0.
This definition is a generalization of compactly supported cohomology [7, 8] . Note that the definition does not involve the natural transformation δ. Obviously every cohomology theory on X has supports in the family of all closed subsets of X.
If H, δ and H\ δ' are cohomology theories on the same space X, a homomorphism φ from H, δ to H\ δ' is a natural transformation from H to /Γ commuting up to sign with δ, δ\
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The following is a generalization of [8, Proposition (2.8) Proof. The proof parallels that of [8, Proposition (2.8) ] and will, therefore, be omitted. D Given a family Φ of supports on X a set S c X is a co-Φ set if X -S ^ Φ. The following is a useful criterion for verifying that a contravariant functor on c\(X) is continuous and has supports Φ. PROPOSITION (2.6) . Assume H is a contravariant functor from c\(X) to the category of graded abelian groups such that H(0) = 0, Φ is a family of supports on X, and for every closed A c X there is an isomorphism
where ρ{u} = u\A for u e H(N). Then H is continuous and has supports in Φ.
Proof.
We first show H is continuous. Let p': lim {H(N) \ N a closed neighborhood of A in x) -> H(A) be the map of the continuity property. Then (*) implies that p' is surjective. To show it injective assume N is a closed neighborhood of A in X and u e H(N) is such that w|^4 = 0. By (*) there is a closed co-Φ neighborhood N of iV in X and u ^ H(N) such that w = δ| JV. Then i/|^4 = 0 so, again by (*), there is a closed co-Φ neighborhood M of A in TV such that u\M = 0. Then TV Π M is a closed neighborhood of ^4 in iV and u\NΓ)M = u\N(ΊM = 0 proving that p' is injective. Therefore, H is continuous.
To show H has supports in Φ let u e H(A). By (*) there is a closed co-Φ neighborhood N of ^4 in X and v e H(N) such that v\A = u. 
is an isomorphism for all <? < « and a monomorphism for q = n.
In the case of nbhd families of supports and for cohomology theories H, δ there is the following converse of Proposition (2.6 Proof. 
Since (ϋ|C,O)Gff(C)θ/ί(fiU(ί-intC)) is in kerβ, there iswG H(N) such that w\C = ι;|C and w|[J5 U (X-intC')] = 0. Then w\M and υ have the same restrictions to C and to 5 so by exactness of
It follows that y = δiv' + w| Af = (δV -f w) | Af. Therefore, δV + w (Ξ H(N) is such that
This proves that the map p in the Proposition is an epimorphism.
(2) To show p is a monomoφhism assume u G H(N) where N is a closed co-Φ nbhd of A in X is such that u\A =0. Since H has supports in Φ, JV = B U C with B closed, CGΦ and u \ B = 0. By continuity of H there is also a closed nbhd M of A in JV such that u \ M = 0. There is an exact sequence
and w|(M U B) is in kerα so there is ye H(M Π B) with δy = u \(M U 5). By (1) 
H(M) (B H(B)
Since MUί show how to obtain cohomology theories on a normal space X with supports in a given nbhd family of supports Φ from an ES theory on X.
We begin by recalling the definition of an ES theory on X and some of its properties. See [8] for more details.
As ES theory H, δ* on X consists of: (i) a contravariant functor H from cl(Jf) 2 (the category of closed pairs in X and inclusion maps between them) to the category of graded abelian groups, and
(ii) a natural transformation δ*: H{B,0)-> H(A,B) of degree 1 for every closed pair (A, B) in X, such that the following are satisfied:
where p{u} = u\(A 9 0) for u e J^(JV, 0).
Exactness. For every closed pair (A, B)
in X the following sequence is exact It is standard [2] that if {A,B, C) is a closed triple in X there is a corresponding exact sequence of the triple and that there is a cohomology theory H\ 8' on X with H\A) = #(Λ, 0) for A e cl(X). An £5 theory has supports in a family Φ if the corresponding cohomology theory has supports in Φ.
The following will be useful in constructing ES theories with supports in Φ.
LEMMA (3.1). Let Φ be a nbhd family of supports on a normal space X. If A is closed and N is a co-Φ nbhd of A in X, there is a closed co-Φ nbhd of A contained in the interior ofN.
Proof. By hypothesis A is disjoint from X -N e Φ. Let MeΦbea nbhd of X -N. Since A and X -N are disjoint closed sets in X there exist disjoint closed nbhds A' of A and
2). Let H, δ* Z>e an ES theory on a normal space X and let Φ be a nbhd family of supports on X. Then there is an ES theory H φ , δφ on X with supports in Φ where H Φ (A,B)= \im{H(M,N)\(M,N) a closed co-Φ nbhd of (A, B) inX).
Proof. Note that the intersection of two closed co-Φ nbhds of (A, B) is a closed co-Φ nbhd of (A, B) so the collection of closed co-Φ nbhds of (A, B) is directed downward by inclusion and we can define
and H φ is a contravariant functor on cl(X) 2 .
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Consider closed triples (Af,N,P) of co-Φ sets such that (Λf, N) is a nbhd of (A, B). As (Λf, N, P) vary over the collection of all such triples (which is directed downward by inclusion) note that:
(1) (Λf, N) varies over all closed co-Φ nbhds of (A, B) in X (to such (Λf, N) there is the triple (Λf, AT, #)), (2) (M,P) varies over all closed co-Φ nbhds of (^4, 0) (to such (Λf, P) there is the triple (Λf, Λf, P)), and (3) (TV, P) varies over all closed co-Φ nbhds of (B, 0) (to such (AT, P) there is the triple (X, N, P)).
Corresponding to such a triple (M,N,P) there is an exact sequence
Taking the direct limit of these exact sequences over all such triples (Λf, N 9 P) and using (1), (2), (3) we obtain an exact sequence
This defines the natural transformation δ| of degree 1 such that H φ , 8$ satisfy exactness. We verify excision. Given closed sets A 9 B in X let (M, N) be a closed co-Φ nbhd of (^4, A Π B)in X and (Λf, Λ^r ) a closed co-Φ nbhd of Since this isomorphism is valid for a cofinal system of closed co-Φ nbhds of (A U B, B) and of (A, A U 5) on taking direct limits we obtain an isomorphism
To complete the proof we show that H φ is continuous and has supports in Φ. Since /f φ (0,0) = O, in view of Proposition (2.6) it suffices to verify that the homomorphism p: lim{# φ (Λf, 0) | Λf a closed co-Φ nbhd of A) -> H Φ (A, 0) is an isomorphism.
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Let u ^ H Φ (A, 0) . By definition of H φ there is a closed co-Φ nbhd (AT, N) of (A, 0) and v e /f(M, AT) such that u = {ϋ} (i4f0) . By Lemma Proof. In the above and in the proof we use { } to denote elements of H Φ (A,B) and { }' to denote elements of the direct limit which is the codomain of p'. It is clear that p' as defined above is a homomorphism.
We show p' is an epimorphism. Let {υ}' {AB) e \im B ,{H(A, B')\B'
closed, B c B' c A, A -B' e Φ} where υ e H(A, B'). Since A -B r e Φ, X -(^ -5') is a co-Φ nbhd of 0 in X. By Lemma (3.1) there is a closed co-Φ nbhd N of 0 contained in int(X -(A -B')) = X-(A -B'). Then A and B' U N are closed sets such that ,4 n(B' U N)= [A-B'U B'\ n[B' UN] = £'.
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Therefore, there is an excision isomorphism
H(A U(B' U N),B' U N) « Let υ' e H(A U ΛΓ, 5' U JV) be such that ι/|(Λ, B') = ι>. By continuity of i/ there is a closed nbhd (M,Af) of (Λ UN,B'UN)
and ϋ" e if(M, M') such that ϋ"|(Λ U N 9 B' U TV) = i;'. Then (M, MO is a closed co-Φ nbhd of (A 9 B) so { Ό"} {Λ B) e # Φ (Λ, 5) and p'{ ι;"} (i4 β) = {v"\{A,A Π M0)VB)= {^ΊU^/)}'(^)= {^}W). SO p' is an epimorphism.
To show p' is a monomorphism let w e H Φ (A,B) be such that p'O) = 0 and let (M,N) be a closed co-Φ nbhd of (A,B) and ϋ G H(M, N) be such that u = {ϋ} (/lj5) . Then closed continuous map i: 7 c X is a cohomology theory H\ δ' with H\A) = H(A Π 7). Clearly /P is concentrated on 7.
The following shows how to obtain cohomology theories concentrated on an open subset 7 c X given an ES theory on X.
PROPOSITION (4.2). Let H, δ* be an ES theory on X and let Y be an open subset of X. There is an ES theory H\ δ' concentrated on Y with H'(A,B) = H(A U (X-7), ΰU (X -Y)) for closed (A, B) in X.
Proof. H' as defined in the statement of the Proposition is clearly a contravariant functor on cl(X) 2 . The exact cohomology sequence of the triple (A U (X -7) , B U (X -7), X -7) in H, δ* becomes the exact cohomology sequence of the pair (A, B) in H\ δ' (this defines the natural transformation
of degree 1 such that H\ δ' satisfy exactness). Excision for H\ δ' follows from excision for H, δ*. To verify continuity for H\ δ' note that
H\A, 0) = H{A U(X-Y),X-7) « H(A,A n(X -7)).
As N varies over closed nbhds of A in X, N Π (X -7) varies over closed nbhds of A Π (X -7) in X -7. It follows from continuity of H that .4 n(jsr-7) ).
This implies that p: lim {#'(#, 0) |N a closed nbhd of A in X} « H'(A, 0)
and so AT' satisfies continuity.
Thus, H\ δ' is an ES theory on X. It is concentrated on 7 for if A c X -7 then #'(Λ, 0) = #(Λ U(X-7),X-7) = H(X-7, X-7) = 0. D
LEMMA (4.3). If H, δ is a cohomology theory on X concentrated on an open set Fcl, then for every closed A c X, there is an isomorphism p': H(A U(X-Y)) « H(A).
Proof. This is immediate from exactness of 
= H(A n(X-Y))^H(A U(X-Y)) A H(A) Θ H(X -Y)-
Proof. Given H, 8 on X for A closed in 7 define H\A) = H(A U(X-7)), and for closed
Then δ' is a natural transformation of degree 1 such that H\ δ' satisfy MV exactness. By Proposition (4.4) , H is concentrated on Y so that
By Proposition (2.7) there is an isomorphism
It is clear that TV is a closed co-Φ | Y nbhd of A U (X -Y) if and only if TV = (TV Π 7) U (X -7) where M = TV n 7 is a closed co-Φ 17 nbhd of A in 7. Therefore, there is an isomorphism
By Proposition (2.6) if' is continuous on 7 and has supports in Φ17. Therefore, H\ δ' is a cohomology theory on 7 with supports in Φ17. Conversely, let H\ δ r be a cohomology theory on 7 with supports in Φ17. Define a contravariant functor H on c\(X) by //(Λ) = /f(Λ Π 7) for ^ closed in X. Also, for Λ, B closed in Jf define δ: 
Since H is concentrated on Y by Proposition (4.4), Lemma (4.3) implies that H(A U (X-Y)) » i7(Λ). Thus, // « # and similarly 8 corresponds to δ.
Given //', δ' on Y let if, δ be the corresponding cohomology theory on X and H", 8" the cohomology theory on 7 defined by H, 8. Then, for A closed in Y,
H"{A) = H(A U(X-Y)) = H'{[A u(X-Y)] Π Y) = H'(A)
and similarly δ" corresponds to δ. Thus, the passage from 
Compact and paracompact supports.
We consider the special cases of the nbhd family of compact supports in a locally compact space and the nbhd family of relatively paracompact supports in a locally paracompact space. We also consider the uniqueness theorem for compactly supported and paracompactly supported cohomology.
Given a topological space X let Φ c be the nbhd family of all closed subsets of X having a compact nbhd in X and let X lc = U{^GΦ C ). Then X lc is the union of all locally compact open subsets of X so is the largest open subset of X which is locally compact. Clearly Φ c | X lc = Φ c and Φ c is exactly the family of all compact subsets in X lc . It follows from Theorem (4.5) that cohomology theories on X with supports in Φ c correspond bijectively to compactly supported cohomology theories on the locally compact space X lc . Thus, the study of cohomology theories with supports in Φ c is reduced to the study of compactly supported cohomology theories on locally compact spaces.
Our next result implies that the compactly supported cohomology theories on a locally compact space correspond to cohomology theories on its one-point compactification which are concentrated on the space. THEOREM (5.1) . Let X be an open subset of a compact space Z. There is a bijection between compactly supported cohomology theories on X and cohomology theories on Z which are concentrated on X.
Proof. If Φ is the nbhd family of all closed (or, equivalently, compact) subsets of Z, then every cohomology theory on Z has supports in Φ. Clearly Φ | X = Φ c the nbhd family of all compact subsets of X. The theorem follows from Corollary (4.6) . D
We consider similar definitions for the paracompact rather than the compact case. Given a space X let Φ^ be the family of all closed subsets of X having a paracompact nbhd in X. Clearly X p is a nbhd family of supports and if X ip = U{A e Φ^}, then X lp is the largest open subset of X which is locally paracompact. Obviously Φ p | X lp = Φ p , but in this case Φ^ is not the family of all paracompact subsets of X lp but is the family of all closed subsets of X lp having paracompact nbhds in X lp . It can be shown that this family is identical to the family of all relatively paracompact subsets of X lp (a subset A of a space X is relatively paracompact if given a collection °U of open subsets of X covering A there is a collection Ψ* of open subsets of X covering A which refines °lί and is locally finite in X). In case X is paracompact the family Φ^ = the family of all closed sets.
It follows from Theorem (4.5) that cohomology theories on X with supports in Φ^ correspond bijectively to cohomology theories on the locally paracompact space X lp with relatively paracompact supports. The following implies that cohomology theories with relatively paracompact supports on a locally paracompact space correspond to cohomology theories on its one-point paracompactification which are concentrated on the space.
THEOREM (5.2). Let X be an open subset of a paracompact space Z.
There is a bijection between cohomology theories on X with relatively paracompact supports and cohomology theories on Z which are concentrated onX.
Proof. Analogously to Theorem (5.1) this follows from Corollary (4.6).
D
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Let φ: H, 8 -> H\ S' be a homomorphism between compactly supported cohomology theories on the same space X such that for some n ^ Z, φ x : H(x) -> //'(x) is an ^-equivalence for all x e X. We would like to deduce that φ A : H(A) -> H'(A) is an ^-equivalence for all closed 4 c X. In case if, /Γ are nonnegative if follows from [7, Theorem 3.1] and in case X is a finite dimensional separable metric case it follows from [8, Corollary (4.3) ]. Now suppose φ: H, 8 -> H' 9 δ' is a homomorphism between additive paracompactly supported cohomology theories on X such that for some n e Z, φ x : H(x) -> AΓ'(x) is an w-equivalence for all xGl We would like to deduce that φ A : H(A) -> H'(A) is an ^-equivalence for all closed A c X In case if, i/' are nonnegative it follows from [7, Theorem 4.1] and Theorem (2.5) . In [8, Corollary (4.7) ] it was shown to follow if X is a locally compact finite dimensional separable metric space. Below we show that the hypothesis of local compactness is unnecessary. First we prove a result about finite dimensional spaces. We use the definition of dimension denoted Ind in [5] . Thus, X has dimension -1 if X = 0, and for m > 1, X has dimension < m if every pair of disjoint closed subsets of X can be separated by a closed set of dimension < m -1. Proof. By Theorem (2.5) it suffices to prove the result in case A is a paracompact subset of X. We do this by induction on dim A. If dim ^4=0, A = 0 and φ A is an isomorphism. Assume the result valid for all paracompact subsets of dimension < m where m>\ and let A be a paracompact subset such that dim A = m. The two vertical maps on the ends are isomorphism because dim(C Π C) < m, q < n, and the inductive hypothesis. It follows [7, part 2) 
